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Abstract
Research on damage detection of road surfaces has been an active area of research, but most studies have focused so far on the detection of the presence of road damages, without integrating an end-to-end solution for managing their status an localization. However, in real-world scenarios, municipalities need to clearly understand the type of damage, its extent and location in order to take effective action in advance. In this work, we present solution geared towards the management such physical road assets, which can aid governmental agencies to create digital replicas of the city’s infrastructure and leading to a ”digital twin” framework for the implementation of a smart cities. Such solution has to be affordable and easy to use, and therefore, we have trained and tested a state of the art object detector (RetinaNet) for automating the otherwise expensive and tedious road inspection process. Our proposal is amenable for implementation on mobile devices and achieves a high detection accuracy and low inference times, making it suitable for the real-time systems required for on-board road inspections systems.

1 Introduction
Research on damage detection of road surfaces using image processing and machine learning techniques is an active area of research [1-4]. Road maintenance is of paramount importance due to the inherent economic implications; many countries have implemented inspection standards to carry out this process. Nonetheless, both the inspection and journaling processes of road damages remain daunting problems, as cities still struggle to maintain accurate and up-to-date databases of such structural damages, making it hard to allocate resources for repair works in an informed manner. The problem is exacerbated as the number of experts that can assess such structural damages is limited, and furthermore, methods typically used to collect data from the field are time-consuming, cost-intensive, require a non-trivial level of expertise, and are highly-subjective and prone to errors.

1.1 Motivation
Both academic endeavors and commercial initiatives have been conducted to facilitate the road inspection, making use of a combination of sophisticated technologies [5, 6]. Most of these surveying systems combine various sensors (i.e. inertial profilers, scanners), but also imaging techniques, which have demonstrated to be particularly fit for the task [7, 8]. The information gathered by these sensors and cameras can be fed to machine learning algorithms and combined with mobile acquisition systems and cloud computing approaches to automate the process or to create end-to-end solutions. Such endeavors had demonstrated promising results [9, 10], but the field has seen a great progress with the advent of deep learning algorithms, in particular progresses in generic object detection (GODs), which have achieved astounding performances for very challenging tasks, as we will discuss next.
1.2 Related Works

The automation of road damage inspection generally requires robust computer vision algorithms with a high degree of intelligence, which can be easy to use and run in real-time. The biggest challenge for automated road damage detection systems is to consistently achieve high performance, in terms of accuracy, under various complex environments (due to changes in illumination, weather conditions, among other challenges). Despite these problems, several systems for detecting individual structural damages have been proposed in the literature [10-13]. As datasets for road damage detection have become larger, there has been a growing interest in deploying deep learning-based (DL) generic object detectors (GOD) [15], but most works have focused on specific types of damages [16-18].

2 Proposed approach

One advantage of DL methods over traditional approaches is that cheaper or less sophisticated imaging devices (i.e. smartphones) can be used for acquiring the training samples. This is due to recent advances in GOD algorithms that make possible to implement very sophisticated and resource efficient algorithms in constrained devices. In this sense, it is also possible now to carry out the deployment phase (acquisition and detection of structural damages) in real-time using mobile devices, either for individual inspections in situ or mounted on an car or a UAV, as depicted in Figure 1.

Considering the progresses made road damage inspection, its integration into “smart cities” paradigms such as physical asset management (PAM) systems was only question of time, and some government and private service companies have started to make use of the information collected into road damage databases in various ways [19, 20]. The main idea of our work is to leverage the progresses made in several domains (i.e. AI, IoT, mobile and cloud computing) for creating systems that can ease the labor of road inspectors on the one hand, but which can also be used to implement end-to-end solutions for creating a large database of structural damages from individual roads, to streets in medium to large cities, leading to the so-called “digital twins, as depicted in Figure 1. This “digital transformation” shift can have multiple benefits for municipalities, as the solution is cheaper than other surveying methods and the information can easily be transmitted to the cloud for further processing and big data analyses. Having this information is also vital for optimizing the resources allocated to inspection and repairing works, as prognosis mechanisms can be readily implemented.
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3 Discussion and future work

The system depicted on Figure 1 is still on development, a project in collaboration with UK company removed for blind review. So far, we have collected a large dataset of structural damages (cracks, alligator cracks, peelings, patches, potholes, etc.) accounting for 18,000 labelled images that have been augmented to over 100,000 samples. We have tested several state of the art two-stage and one-stage object detectors and we have chosen RetinaNet [21] for its superior performance compared to others in the literature (mAPs of about 0.92 for the considered classes) and due to the fact that can be run in real-time in constrained devices (inference time of less than 0.5s). The next step in our project is the integration of this solution onto a large IT system for realizing a complete PAM system.
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